Novel embryonic genes are preferentially expressed by autonomously replicating rat embryonic and neointimal smooth muscle cells.
We sought to identify and characterize the expression pattern of genes expressed by smooth muscle cells (SMCs) during periods of self-driven replication during vascular development and after vascular injury. Primary screening of a rat embryonic aortic SMC-specific cDNA library was accomplished with an autonomous embryonic SMC-enriched, nonautonomous adult SMC-subtracted cDNA probe. Positive clones were rescreened in parallel with embryonic SMC-specific and adult SMC-specific cDNA probes. We identified 14 clones that hybridized only with the embryonic cDNA ("emb" clones), 11 of which did not share significant homology with sequences in any of the databases. Five of these novel emb genes (emb7, emb8, emb20, emb37, and emb41) were selectively and only transiently reexpressed in vivo by neointimal SMCs during periods of rapid replication. The emb8:embryonic growth-associated protein (EGAP), which was studied the most extensively, was expressed at high levels by cultured, autonomously replicating embryonic and neointimal SMCs but was detected only at low levels even in mitogenically stimulated adult SMCs. Finally, the administration of antisense EGAP oligonucleotides markedly attenuated embryonic and neointimal SMC replication rates. We suggest that autonomous replication of SMCs may be essential for normal vascular morphogenesis and for the vascular response to injury and that these newly identified "embryonic" genes may be part of the molecular machinery that drives this unique growth phenotype.